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Your Trusted, Strategic Partner

Tailored
Fleet

Solutions At sopp+sopp we have built strong, long standing partnerships with multiple 
fleets across a diverse range of industry sectors. Our ‘as-a-service’ approach 
allows us to be flexible and agile to all our fleet customer’s evolving needs.

Market leaders in the provision of accident management solutions for 
fleets, processing hundreds of thousands of claims annually.

Offering a wide range of tailored fleet solutions and ready-to-use services, 
accident management is our core business and sole focus.

Our winter driving insights gives practical tips and advice for fleets driving 
in extreme weather conditions and information on our winter driving pack, 
provided by group business Activate Parts.



Winter Data and Insights 
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Real-time
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                         There is a 32% increase in incident frequency during winter months.

                    
                   Wet road related incidents increase on average by 22% during winter months.

       Incidents during darker hours, increase by 17.5% during winter months.
               

                       Incidents involving company car drivers, increases by 12% during winter months.

Winter can be a very dangerous time for all fleet drivers due to extreme weather 
conditions and the added pressure this brings. 

At sopp+sopp we have built up a vast data warehouse of incident data from 
across all our fleet customers, and have been able to extract the following insights 

related to the winter period; 



Fleet Operations - Tips for Driving in Winter 

Prepare your
vehicle

     Check all lights are fully working

     Windscreen & wiper blades need to  

     be clean and screen wash topped up

     Check tyre pressures & conditions

     Check brakes are fully working

     Check all fluids are topped up 

Prepare your
Journey

Driving in
Snow or Ice

     Let someone know where you are

     going and when to expect you

     Plan alternate routes just in case 

     Ensure the fuel tank is full

     Use of spare clothes and a torch

     Clear your windows and mirrors

     of any snow or ice. 

     Reduce your speed

     Avoid harsh braking & acceleration

     Slow down before bends and corners

     Drive in a lower gear

     Keep your vehicle well ventilated

     Use dipped headlights

    



Our Winter Pack 

sopp+sopp have collaborated with group business Activate Parts in putting together a drivers 
winter pack, providing our customers with everything they need on their journey.

 It is essential that all fleet drivers have the mandatory equipment for every possible eventuality 
when driving in winter to help stay safe. 

Essential 
items for 

your 
journey

Icescraper

Shovel

De-Icer

Anti-Freeze

Snow Brush

Adblue 

Bulb Kit

Rock Salt 

ORDER YOUR WINTER PACK TODAY
Contact Activate Parts directly on

03300 947 385 

Tailored to
meet 
your

needs



Supporting our Drivers Mental Health 
Van and truck 

drivers are a key 
demographic 

who are likely to 
suffer from poor 
mental health: 

Statistics show that the suicide rate for drivers is 25% higher than the national 
average and 20% higher for truck drivers. 

Van and truck drivers of all ages are prone to poor mental health due to
unpredictable journey times, traffic congestion, tight deadlines, a high workload, 

and lack of social interaction which could exacerbate their mental health problems. 

The CALM Driver campaign - a collaboration between
Driving for Better Business, the government-backed National Highways 

programme, and the Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM) - launched to help 
those who drive for work.

sopp+sopp are very pleased to be joining CALM and Driving for Better Business to 
help provide support to all our drivers, and you can support your drivers too. Please 

see the link below to access vital information and to request a pack.

https://www.drivingforbetterbusiness.com/calmdriver 

“Our CALM Driver 
resources help 

employers to take a 
proactive approach in 
engaging with drivers 
and supporting them 

on mental health 
issues:

Simon Turner, Campaign Manager - 

Driving for Better Business
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